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The Azure Sky, The Design Made.

Research is undertaken to produce knowledge. Typically, research is divided into two
classes – applied research intended to result in a useful and probably commercial
outcome, and basic research which normally endeavour s to extend the horizons of
the known in the quest for knowledge that may one day have a purpose. Sometimes
basic research is curiosity-driven; it is exploration of new or poorly-known territories,
a path that design may also take. On many accounts, design is excluded from the
domain of research – although it is inherently present to the extent that experiments
are designed. The real presence of design in the spectrum of research activities,
however, comes about from its ability to produce knowledge. Although designers
must constantly use knowledge that has been produced by researchers, both in
other fields and from within their own disciplinary realms, the expectation of
designing that it culminates with a product or an application, gives rise to a simple
account which portrays designers only as somehow using knowledge produced by
the research of science and transforming it into a desired object or other outcome.
Hopefully this is the case, but this paper examines what else happens in
this process.

Peter Downton
RMIT University

Designers undertake research to enable their designing – there is much they need to
know for any project. Designers (and others) inquire into design – an activity mostly
motivated by a desire to design better and/or teach others how to do so.
If, however, we consider the activity of designing itself, either as an entire process or
in the most narrow sense, we can discern knowing and knowledge being produced
in manners analogous to the making of knowledge in the sciences.
The research to be reported in this paper, has been conducted by designing through
making. This is a self -reflective means for inquiring into what knowing and
knowledge is produced in the process of designing. Some of the knowledge
produced can be seen as ‘blue sky’ – basic research into issues such as the nature
of designing, and the origins of form for a given designer. Other parts of my, or any
designer’s researching can be more appropriately characterised as applied
research, as the made knowledge has specific focussed outcomes. In researching,
there is learning on my part – a change in my knowing and the potential for this to be
shared and to grow and to finally become collective knowledge. This path of
dissemination is similar to the spread from personal knowing to collective knowledge
that takes place in other fields.
Researching through designing parallels some aspects of scientific research; it has
distinctive differences too. The ways in which different sciences conduct research
to produce knowledge likewise show great variation. The parallels are too significant
to deny that designing produces knowledge. Minimally, the knowledge it makes is
design knowledge. This is stored in, and transmitted by, the products that are the
outcomes of designing – not necessarily with the precision that a designer might
intend or claim, but by questioning a designed work, designers can learn.
They change their knowledge in a manner parallel to reading a research report
and learning.
I make works to investigate researching through designing. This changes my
knowing. The evidence of this is embodied in the works, where my making makes
the vehicles that store and transmit this evidence.
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The azure sky, the design made

Research is undertaken to produce knowledge. The research reported here is basic
research conducted to extend the horizons of the known in a quest for new knowledge
with none of the commercial or pragmatic results expected of applied research. It is an
optimistic ‘blue sky’ activity and a dictionary will tell you the colour of such a sky is
‘azure’.
Sunrise
This project commenced in 1996 as an inquiry into the nature of designing and the
origins of form for a designer. I wanted to know more about how designers designed,
what sort of an activity designing is, and specifically where the shape, spatial relations
and character of things come from – what I will call their form. To do this I could
interview designers and try to see through the common sanitisings of process.1 I could
observe designers (and to an extent had informally done this through many years of
studio teaching).2 Alternatively, a formal protocol study and analysis might have been
established to get designers to verbalise their processes while designing.3 As a method
of revealing and studying the internalised activities of designing, protocol analysis can
be criticised on the grounds that design thinking differs from the thinking involved in
talking about it, and that the necessary verbalisation to discuss and describe designing,
has unclear effects on the very designing being studied.4 Where video recording of
designing taking place with subsequent explanation by the designer(s) is the preferred
method, an obvious problem is the quality of the account given later by the designer(s).
A range of interferences from simple memory lapses through selection and editing to
wilful reconstructions can vary the story told.
In selecting a method of research I was aware of the issues surrounding methods; I was
also constrained by the time and resources I had available. My project became the
design and making of ten ‘epistemological pavilions’ – small architectural models with no
particular purpose other than to give me a vehicle for exploring designing and making.
(Even full-sized pavilions usually have fairly slight functional briefs.) The models typically
have dimensions of one hundred and fifty to two hundred and fifty millimetres in plan,
with their heights being up to two hundred millimetres. They are built on timber bases
using various woods and plastics, brass, copper, aluminium, metal meshes and a range
of found elements. While initially I designed first through drawing and then made the
things I had designed, increasingly I began to make as part of designing and, from the
fifth pavilion on, drawing was very limited or non-existent as I wished to concentrate on
designing through making in three dimensions. Hand tools or simple power tools were
used and making was spasmodic and spread over many months per model.5
My method involved designing and making the pavilions as directly as possible. It
became a more self-conscious process, but then I seemed to be able to return to a more

self-absorbed, or direct, making and consider the analysis separately. I recorded in
detail what I did (by keeping drawings and constantly photographing the models as they
progressed); I reflected upon and analysed the processes and outcomes of my
endeavours, and finally reported on the project (or aspects of it) through various means
including seminars, lectures, conferences and books.6 My aim was to provide some data
for others to critique and maybe to learn from and build upon.7 I am endeavouring to
learn what I can about the way one person, me, designs. The intention is to gain a
privileged insight into designing that is not available by other means.8 It is totally
introspective. For a quantitative researcher this is a weakness, but I contend it is a
strength. As an approach, it is open to all the well-rehearsed criticisms that can be made
of qualitative research. It is intended to support my goal of getting as near as possible to
what is going on in designing without the kinds of mediation that necessarily operate in
‘third person’ approaches. I hope that I can discover more from this sustained
experiment than I would from a controlled sample in an experiment not as able to
adequately reveal the inner and ongoing workings of a designer. My effort has been to
examine my own processes as openly and honestly as I can. It is susceptible to
problems of memory and interpretation that I tried to overcome by orderliness. Clearly,
any reader has to trust me to be honest and not to fabricate. Honesty still did not lead to
a full accounting, however, because there remains (over eight years on) areas of nonknowledge that I cannot illuminate concerning why and how ideas, specifically formal
ideas, appear in one’s thinking.
Clearing skies
This is a project that is curiosity-driven. Such research involves exploration of new or
poorly known territories. The way in which the project unfurled meant that my
approaches and understanding were emergent. As a result of this project, I came to
understand the processes of designing as a kind of research undertaking that produces
knowledge of, and through, designing. On many accounts, design is excluded from the
domain of research – although it is inherently present to the extent that experiments are
designed. The real presence of design in the spectrum of research activities, as I see it,
comes about from its ability to produce knowledge. Although designers must constantly
use knowledge that has been produced by researchers, both in other fields and from
within their own disciplinary realms, the expectation of designing that it culminates with a
product or an application, gives rise to a simple account which portrays designers only
as users of knowledge produced by research carried out in other areas. Designers are
expected to transform researched knowledge into a desired object or other outcome.
Hopefully this is the case, but my project examines what else happens in any designing
which is a speculative research process.
Clouds
We might consider clouds against the azure sky to offer a useful model of knowledge
domains – furry at the edges and sometimes closing toward one another. We are
conditioned to expect knowledge to grow from research and for this to be conducted by
the means of science. These means vary between sciences, giving rise to the differing

emphases, techniques, laboratory equipment and modes of measurement that Pickering
brings under the label ‘scientific culture’ including what he terms the ‘made things’ of
science, the ‘…skills and social relations, machines and instruments, as well as scientific
facts and theories’.9 Thus a concern with knowledge production is expanded to include
the ways in which the material and social dimensions of science are transformed.
Sciences are seen as performative, and scientists as goal-oriented in a manner similar
to designers, although their kinds of goals differ. For example, designers are not happy
with a negative outcome – the finding that something cannot be done – whereas the
finding that something is not the case can be a contribution to knowledge in a science. It
is not non-knowledge; it may be a contribution to the knowledge of the limits of
knowledge in either design or science.
Pickering distinguishes two key features operating in the normal practices of scientists –
the meeting of what he terms ‘resistances’, the stumbling blocks, failures and difficulties
met on the path to the scientific goal, and the ‘accommodations’ that the scientists must
make in accepting that their equipment, their experimental design or some aspect of the
material world does not operate as they had hoped or intended. Consequently, they may
revise their goal, modify their equipment or search for a new idea to accommodate the
resistance.10 Polished, ideal accounts of research in science omit or minimise these
practises and present clear and linear paths towards clear and shining goals, whereas
accounts that concentrate on the actual practices of sciences include the political and
the social as well as the ‘unpredictable transformations’ of the quotidian processes.11
Designers’ everyday worlds are equally unpredictable. Designers, however, receive
criticism for acting in wilful and whimsical ways when perhaps they are exemplifying
‘reflection-in-action’ or ‘knowing-through-doing’.12
By similar processes conducted with differing equipment, designers and scientists
conduct research into the worlds in which they operate in an attempt to make new
knowledge about their worlds and enable this knowledge to be used to productive ends.
Within this project, my researching can be analysed as falling into the tripartite
classification of research for designing, research about designing and research through
designing.13 It was necessary for me to conduct research for to proceed. Some of what I
needed concerned making – materials, techniques and supply; much concerned ideas of
a theoretical nature, and in this case some derived from architecture and some from
other disciplines. My research into designing was motivated by both a desire for
improvement in my designing (both through doing it and through reflecting upon it) and
by educational aspirations – mainly concerned with encouraging others to explore.
If, however, I consider the activity of designing that I undertook on any of the models, I
can discern knowing and knowledge being produced in manners analogous to the
making of knowledge in the sciences. This is researching through designing. I dealt with
the resistances and accommodations that constantly materialised. I found designerly
ways of operating and thus produced a series of outcomes.14 Each pavilion model can
be approached by other people to see what they can learn from the model. They can
perhaps get a reasonable idea of what knowing and knowledge I possessed and

employed to make these models, but more significantly they can approach a model as
you do a book; they can question it, obtain knowledge from it, learn.
In researching through designing, there is learning on my part – a change in my
knowing. I may gain knowing that is new to me (but perhaps not to others), or it might be
of wider-ranging newness. Through showing my work to another person and probably
offering a commentary on it, what was initially entirely personal new knowing for me has
the potential to acquire social dimensions and begin to spread to others. For this
potential to be realised, another person must find at least some of my work of use or
interest, they must have a change to their knowing (as a result of their meeting with one
or more of the models) that they in turn share with someone else. Thus, my new
knowing has the potential to be shared with someone and to be carried elsewhere and
to others by them, and to thence grow and to finally become knowledge for a number of
others. On Pickering’s model, above, it is a change to the ‘material and social
dimensions’ of designing. This path of dissemination of design knowing is similar to the
spread from personal knowing to collective knowledge that takes place in other fields. It
is collective knowledge – the potential property of all – that we normally term knowledge.
It can be stored through various mechanisms and transmitted to others.15
Researching through designing parallels some aspects of scientific research – the longacknowledged producer of knowledge; it has distinctive differences too. Its differences
are probably no greater than the differences in production between sciences or between
a particular science and another area, say history, held to undertake research. Complex
machinery has grown up around the concept of research – including ideas of
experiments and replicability (or at least the possibility of it), but it is worth remembering
the citation from the Oxford Dictionary where research is defined as ‘investigation,
inquiry into things’.16 The structure of designing as a means of inquiry and thus a
knowledge producer is too similar to the structure of other research endeavours to deny
that it is also a research activity. As well, it is a beneficiary of research and an activity
that needs to engage in research as an enabling activity. Claims for designing as
researching can muddy this useful distinction and fail to acknowledge that researching
to support designing is not the same as researching through designing. In this project I
found the three kinds of researching constantly interwoven; in the throws of designing
and making I did what seemed necessary, but upon reflection I could distinguish
differing behaviours including the conduct of different types of research. Given the
introspective and speculative nature of my research, what is characterised as research
into designing was the research strategy employed to distinguish and categorise my
activities as research for design or research through the processes of designing and
making.
In designing, when some new knowledge is produced, it is minimally describable as
design knowledge. It often concerns process – how to design. Similarly, some of the
knowledge of other disciplines concerns how to do the things done by that discipline.17
While I argue design knowledge is stored in, and transmitted by, the products that are
the outcomes of designing, knowledge ‘placement’ is not necessarily possible with the
precision that a designer might intend or claim. Irrespective of the claims of a designer,

by questioning a designed work, other designers can learn. They change their
knowledge in a manner parallel to reading a research report and learning. There is a
long history in architecture of learning from examples – from the canon, from examples
at hand, or from images.
Out of the blue
I tried to log precisely where my ideas came from, how they originated, if (and where)
they were sourced and the character of their antecedents. Although some ideas were
theoretical and discursive in origin this did not lead to form or to spatial outcomes
directly. Some sort of mapping or metaphoric relation between a discursive concept and
a physical form has to be proposed by the designer and tested for its ability to
satisfactorily represent an idea. An example: one pavilion concerned time and duration
of habitation; the means for indicating and exploring this did not involve a clock or any
such literal device, rather a structure was built that indicated that it had been
sequentially built as there are pieces sitting above or around parts indicated as older.
Another source I found in my work can best be described as items from another
discipline that already had spatial or geometric form – a ‘butterfly cusp’ from catastrophe
theory and a ‘strange attractor’ from chaos theory.18 Both of these can be diagrammed in
a way that leads fairly easily to a direct (even naïve) architectural form such as a roof,
for instance.
By far the greatest percentage of ideas that I employed was sourced from extant
physical forms. Perhaps these were buildings or other structures I have seen or seen
represented through photographs or drawings. Sometimes they were machine-like. On
some occasions I can cite the exact piece of architecture, more likely it is a class or the
work of a particular architect that has been referenced. Mostly, I found myself more-orless trying to make a new member of a class such as ‘small sheds’ or ‘enigmatic
industrial buildings’. My knowledge of the class is accumulative knowledge built from
many years of looking and experiencing. Often it is at a smaller, even detail, level where
ideas were clearly sourced – like other designers, I was aware that I had seen
something that, perhaps with a bit of moderation, would work in a particular situation.
Searching through reference material at such a time serves as research for in the eyes
of many designers.
It is difficult to say sometimes whether a specific example is being referenced or not, if
the referencing is not intentional. For example I made one structure that reminded a
student of the Leonardo flying machine, and while I am naturally aware of it, it had not
occurred to me when I was making the pavilion.19 An extension of this is that the person
who has come to the model sees something that was not seen, sourced or intended by
the designer, just as a reader may well go beyond the ideas expressed by a writer.
Despite my efforts to log the sources of all ideas, many of them are best described as
coming ‘out of the blue’. Perhaps they originate from a mental repository; perhaps they
are generated from a melding of several ‘items’ within that repository. I cannot say;

although they are mine, I cannot claim to have knowledge of them. They, like the
utterances we each constantly make, emerge from somewhere or are spontaneously
created. In designing, as in writing (rather than speaking), there is then a period of time
in which they can be evaluated, tested, edited and modified – perhaps beyond
recognition. The many incremental processes lead to outcomes that cannot be easily
traced to their origins.
Sunset
As a designer or a writer on design, my work is subject to criticism and review by my
peers. Because they are opinionated, it can appear to people outside the field that there
are no criteria of right and wrong, but as in other knowledge domains there is a rich and
robust evaluative model that is itself constantly under evaluation through the discourses
surrounding design areas. It is the evaluation of peers that establishes the worth of
research in all domains. A current delight, or even orthodoxy, in a design discipline may
be re-evaluated. In physics, for example, the hypothesis of the existence of an ether
filling the void has had a chequered history over centuries. The concept has been much
debated, often modified, abandoned and reformed with tentative acceptance, while in
architecture, the triumphs of postmodern classicism look a little sad twenty years on, but
may well be appreciated anew at a later date. Research is undertaken to increase
knowledge; the acceptance and use of its outcomes determines the value imputed to it.
I research through making works to investigate researching through designing. This
changes my knowing. The evidence of this is embodied in the works, where my making
makes the vehicles that store and transmit this evidence.
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A good example of a rich analysis of a designer’s processes found through
interviews is in Cross, Nigel and Anita Clayburn Cross, ‘Winning by design: the
methods of Gordon Murray, racing car designer’, Design Studies 17 (1), 1996, 143170.
Predominantly, this has been in architecture with a little involvement in interior
design and industrial design.
See, for example, Masaki Suwa and Barbara Tversky, ‘What do architects and
students perceive in their design sketches? A protocol analysis’, Design Studies 18,
1997, 385-403. Six papers on protocol analysis appear in Design Studies 16 (2),
1995. For a review of techniques see Nigel Cross, ‘Natural intelligence in design’,
Design Studies 20 (1), 1999, 25-39, and Nigel Cross, ‘Design cognition: results from
protocol and other empirical studies of design activity’, in Charles M Eastman, W
Michael McCraken and Wendy C Newstetter (eds), Design Knowing and Learning:
Cognition in Design Education, Amsterdam: Elsevier, 2001, 79-103.
See Peter Lloyd, Bryan Lawson and Peter Scott, ‘Can concurrent verbalisation
reveal design cognition?’, Design Studies 16 (2), 1995, 237-259.
The most extended model took 22 months due to other pressures.
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Papers in which aspects of the project are presented include Peter Downton,
‘Chapter 5: Theory’s Cupboard: Myths of Knowing, Form, Memes and Models’, in
Michael J Ostwald and R John Moore (eds), Re-Framing Architecture: Theory,
Science and Myth, Sydney: Archadia Press, 2000, 49-59 and Peter Downton,
‘Knowing practice: an inquiry into design research via making’ in Clare Newton,
Sandra Kaji-O’Grady and Simon Wollan (eds), Design + Research: project based
research in architecture, second international conference of the Association of
Architecture Schools of Australia, 2003, published at
http://www.arbld.unimelb.edu.au/events/conferences/aasa/papers/. The two books
are Peter Downton, Design Research, Melbourne: RMIT University Press, 2003 and
Peter Downton, Studies in Design Research: Ten Epistemological Pavilions,
Melbourne: RMIT University Press, 2004 (in press at time of writing this paper).
This is particularly aimed at the postgraduate program at the School of Architecture
+ Design at RMIT University.
Once this insight is in any way shared it looses one aspect of its privilege; it
becomes available for many alternative readings. It retains a certain degree of
privilege (in comparison to other means of eliciting what goes on in a designer’s
head) through its directness and lack of the intervening mediation that occurs with
the techniques itemised in paragraph 2, above.
Andrew Pickering, The Mangle of Practice: Time, Agency and Science, Chicago:
Chicago University Press, 1995, 3.
The case study form of Pickering, The Mangle of Practice, means that these terms
are examined across much of the text. They are initially put forward in section 1.4.
Examinations of the everyday practices of differing kinds of scientific (and
engineering) practices are available in works by Andrew Pickering (ref 7), Karin
Knorr Cetina (ref 15), and John Law, Aircraft Stories: Decentering the Object in
Technoscience, Durham: Duke University Press, 2002.
Schön, Donald, The Reflective Practitioner: How Professionals Think in Action, New
York: Basic Books, 1983.
These three categories, although not watertight compartments, are useful for
description and discussion – such a division is commonly made. This particular
version is credited to Christopher Frayling by Alain Findeli, ‘Introduction’, Design
Issues 15 (2) Summer 1999, 2.
For examination of the term and the idea of ‘designerly ways, see Nigel Cross,
‘Designerly ways of knowing’, Design Studies 3 (4), 1982, 221-227; Rivka Oxman,
‘Educating the designerly thinker’, Design Studies 20 (2), 1999, 105-122, and Nigel
Cross, ‘Designerly ways of knowing: design discipline versus design science’, in
Silvia Pizzocaro, Amilton Arruda and Dijon de Moraes (eds), Design plus Research:
Proceedings of the Politecnico di Milano Conference May 18-20, 2000, Milan: PhD
programme in Industrial Design, Politecnico di Milano, 43-48.
Karl Popper argues for the idea of objective knowledge with no knowing subject in
Objective Knowledge: An Evolutionary Approach, Oxford: Oxford University Press,
1972, 106-152.
The Compact Oxford English Dictionary, second edition, complete text reproduced
micrographically, Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1991, 1566.
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See the discussions on practices in physics and on practice differences between
biological laboratories in Karin Knorr Cetina, Epistemic Cultures: How the Sciences
Make Knowledge, Cambridge, Massachusetts: Harvard University Press, 1999.
For example see the cusp catastrophe graph in Alexander Woodcock and Monte
Davis, Catastrophe Theory, London: Penguin, 1978, 56, or the image of the Lorenz
attractor, Tim Palmer, ‘A weather eye on unpredictability’, in Nina Hall (ed), The New
Scientist Guide to Chaos, London: Penguin, 1991,73
I had a prior example of this when illustrating a children’s book: I believed I had in
mind tobacco kilns when designing and drawing a house for one of the characters.
Inventively, I made it circular. Much later I discovered a photo of a circular barn with
a roof lantern very like the building I had drawn. It was in a magazine in my library.
Do I presume the image was in my head or that the coincidence is utterly
remarkable?

